Abstract. In this paper we survey on some recent results on Riemannian orbifolds and singular Riemannian foliations and combine them to conclude the existence of closed geodesics in the leaf space of some classes of singular Riemannian foliations (s.r.f.), namely s.r.f. that admit sections or have no horizontal conjugate points. We also investigate the shortening process with respect to Riemannian foliations.
Introduction
In [12 (1) Q is not developable (not good orbifold), (2) Q is a good orbifold Σ/W and W has an element of infinite order or is finite. The aim of this paper is twofold. The first one is to survey on some recent results on Riemannian orbifolds and singular Riemannian foliations and combine them to conclude the existence of closed geodesics in the leaf space of some classes of singular Riemannian foliations. We start by recalling some concepts of orbifold theory and by giving an alternative proof of item (2) of Guruprasad and Haefliger's theorem (see Theorem 2.17). Then we recall some facts about singular Riemannian foliations and, using the result of Guruprasad and Haefliger [12] , Alekseevsky et al. [1] and Lytchak [14] , conclude the existence of closed geodesics in M/F when F is a singular Riemannian foliation with closed embedded leaves on a simply connected complete Riemannian manifold M and M/F is a compact orbifold (see Theorem 2.28). In particular, we show the existence of a closed geodesic of the orbifold M/F when F admits sections (e.g., the partition by orbits of a polar action) or F has no horizontal conjugate points (e.g., the partition by orbits of a variationally complete action), M/F is compact and M is simply connected (see Corollary 2.30).
The second aim of this paper is to construct the shortening process with respect to Riemannian foliations (see Section 3 and Theorem 3.1). This provides an algorithm to find closed geodesics in some special Riemannian orbifolds. With this technique we prove that every compact orbifold with nontrivial (topological) fundamental group admits a closed geodesic (see Corollary 3.3) . In particular M/F admits a closed geodesic if the fundamental group of the compact topological space |M/F | is nontrivial and F is a s.r.f. that admits sections or F has no horizontal conjugate points (see Corollary 3.4) . This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present and prove Theorem 2.17, Theorem 2.28 and Corollary 2.30. In Section 3 we present the shortening process with respect to Riemannian foliations and prove Theorem 3.1 and Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4. We also include an appendix where we use the shortening process to give another proof of Theorem 2.17.
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Orbifolds and Riemannian foliations
In this section, we recall some definitions and results, state Theorem 2.17, Theorem 2.28 and Corollary 2.30 and give concise proofs for these results.
We start by recalling some facts about orbifolds. More details can be found in Salem [18, Appendix D] , in Guruprasad and Haefliger [12] or in Moerdijk and Mrčun [17] . An important example of a Riemannian pseudogroup is the holonomy pseudogroup of a Riemannian foliation, whose definition we now recall.
(2) For each x ∈ Σ, there exists an open neighborhood U of x in Σ such that the restriction of W to U is generated by a finite group of isometries of U.
In addition, if W is a discrete subgroup of isometries of Σ whose action on Σ is proper, then Σ/W is said good (for definition and properties of proper actions see e.g. Duistermaat and Kolk [10] 
Using the Riemannian conection of Σ one can induce a distribution in U (E) and in U (E)/W and then find the appropriate transverse metric such that the plaques of F u can be described by local submersions.
Given a pseudogroup, and in particular an orbifold, we can define a fundamental group as we now recall. Definition 2.8. A W -loop with base point x 0 ∈ Σ is defined by (1) a sequence 0 = t 0 < · · · < t n = 1, (2) continuous paths c i :
A subdivision of a W -loop is obtained by adding new points to the interval [0, 1], by taking the restriction of the c i to these new intervals and w = id at the new points.
Definition 2.9. Two W -loops are equivalent if there exists a subdivision common to the loops represented by (c i , w i ) and (c i ,w i ) and elements g i ∈ W defined in a neighborhood of the path c i such that
w i • g i and g i+1 • w i have the same germ at c i (
w n • g n has the same germ at c n (1) as w n .
Definition 2.10. A deformation of a W -loop represented by (c i , w i ) is given by continuous deformations c i (s, ·) of the paths c i = c
Definition 2.11. Two W -loops are in the same homotopy class if one can be obtained from the other by a series of subdivisions, equivalences and deformations. The homotopy classes of W -loops based at x 0 ∈ Σ form a group π 1 (W, x 0 ) called fundamental group of the pseudogroup W at the point x 0 .
Remark 2.12. If the orbit space Σ/W is connected, then there exists an isomorphism, defined up to conjugation, between π 1 (W, x) and π 1 (W, y) for x, y in Σ. Thus we will write just π 1 (W ) when convenient. Definition 2.13. If Σ/W is a connected orbifold, its fundamental group π(Σ/W ) is defined as the fundamental group π 1 (W ) of the pseudogroup W .
Remark 2.14. The fundamental group of an orbifold Σ/W is not the same as the fundamental group of the topological space |Σ/W |. One of the differences lies in item (2) of Definition 2.9. To understand this claim, consider W the group generated by the reflection in the line {x = 0} in R 2 . We note that the line that joins (−1, 0) to (1, 0) is a nontrivial element of the fundamental group of the orbifold R 2 /W . If we would drop the words have the same germ at in item (2) of Definition 2.9 we would conclude that this curve is equivalent to the concatenation of the line that joins (−1, 0) to (0, 0) with the line that joins (0, 0) to (−1, 0). This curve is cleary homotopic to a point and hence the curve that joins (−1, 0) to (1, 0) would be equivalent to a point. (1) a sequence 0 = t 0 < . . . < t n = 1, (2) nontrivial segments of geodesics γ i :
Usually a closed geodesic in Σ/W is denoted by (γ i , w i ).
Remark 2.16. In order to prove the existence of closed geodesics in each compact Riemannian good orbifold, it suffices to prove the existence of closed geodesics in each compact Riemannian good orbifold Σ/W , where Σ is a complete connected Riemannian manifold and W has infinite cardinality. In fact, let {Σ i } be the connected components of Σ and {W i } the subgroups of W that send each Σ i onto Σ i . First assume that each W i has finite cardinality. Then the fact that Σ/W is compact implies that each Σ i is compact. Indeed, consider a cover of Σ = ∪Σ i by normal balls B r (p α ). Since π : Σ → Σ/W is an open map, we have that {π(B r (p α ))} is an open covering of the compact set Σ/W. Therefore we can find a finite cover {π(B r (p j ))}. The assumption that the cardinality of each W i is finite implies that each Σ i is covered by a finite number of closed bounded sets wB r (p j ) and hence each Σ i is compact. In this case the existence of a closed geodesic in Σ/W follows from the existence of a closed geodesic in the compact manifold Σ i . Now we assume that there exists a connected component Σ i0 and a subgroup W i0 with infinite cardinality. As Σ/W is compact, it follows that Σ i0 /W i0 is also compact and Σ i0 is complete. Finally note that the existence of a nontrivial closed geodesic in Σ i0 /W i0 implies directly the existence of a closed geodesic in Σ/W. Theorem 2.17. Let Σ be a connected complete Riemannian manifold and W be an infinite discrete subgroup of isometries of Σ whose action on Σ is proper and such that the good orbifold Σ/W is compact. Assume that there exists an element w 0 ∈ W that does not fix points (e.g. w 0 has infinite order). Then there exists a nontrivial closed geodesic in the Riemannian good orbifold Σ/W .
Proof. Let us first proof that inf y∈Σ d(y, w 0 y) > 0. Assume on the contrary that there exists a sequence {x n } in Σ such that lim n→∞ d(x n , w 0 x n ) goes to zero. As Σ/W is compact, there exists a sequence {g k } in W and y ∈ Σ such that lim k→∞ g k x k = y and lim k→∞ g k w 0 x k = y up to subsequences. As the second limit coincides with lim k→∞ g k w 0 g −1 k g k x k = y and the action of W in Σ is proper, we obtain that g k w 0 g −1 k → g ∈ W y , and being the action W discrete, it follows that there exists k 0 ∈ N such that g = g k0 w 0 g −1
k0
. Thus, g k0 w 0 g −1 k0 y = y, but in this case w 0 fixes g −1 k0 y contradicting our hypothesis. Once we have that inf y∈Σ d(y, w 0 y) > 0, a similar argument proves that the infimum is attained in some point x ∈ Σ. Let γ : [0, 1] → Σ be the geodesic minimizing the distance from x to w 0 x, which exists because Σ is complete. If we prove that
is a smooth geodesic, then its projection in Σ/W will be a closed geodesic. Let
attains the minimum of the translation length of w 0 , the last inequalities must be in fact equalities andγ must be smooth in t = 1. As it is smooth in the rest of points, we finally conclude that its projection is a closed geodesic of the orbifold Σ/W .
In what follows we give a simple but important example that illustrates the above theorem. It also allows us to see the difference between the classical problem of existence of closed geodesics in compact manifolds and the problem of existence of closed geodesics in compact good orbifolds.
Example 2.18. Let Σ be the Euclidean space R n and W be an infinite Coxeter group of isometries of R n , i.e., the subgroup of isometries W is generated by reflections in hyperplanes of a family H, the topology induced in W from the group of isometries of R n is discrete and the action on R n is proper. Assume that H is invariant by the action of W . Also assume that W is irreducible and R n /W is compact. It is known that W is an affine Weyl group, i.e., a semidirect product of a Weyl group and a group of translations (see Bourbaki [9] Ch. VI §2 Proposition 8 and Remarque 1 on p.180]), in particular W has an element that does not fix points and hence satisfies item (b) of the theorem. It is also known that R n /W is a simplex and hence a contractible space (see Bourbaki [9] Ch. V §3 Propositions 6,7, 8, and 10, and Remarque 1 on p.86). Therefore a compact good orbifold can be contractible. This does not happen with compact manifolds that always admit a nontrivial homotopy group. This topological property plays a fundamental role in the proof of Lyusternik and Fet about the existence of closed geodesics in compact manifolds (see Jost [13] ). It is also interesting to note that the fundamental group of the topological space |R n /W | is trivial, but the fundamental group of the orbifold Closed geodesics in Riemannian orbifolds are related to horizontal periodic geodesics of Riemannian foliations as we now explain. Definition 2.20. A partition F of a complete Riemannian manifold M by connected immersed submanifolds (the leaves) without self intersections is said (1) a singular foliation, if the module X F of smooth vector fields on M that are tangent at each point to the corresponding leaf acts transitively on each leaf. In other words, for each leaf L and each v ∈ T L with footpoint p, there is X ∈ X F with X(p) = v; (2) a singular Riemannian foliation, if it satisfies (1) and it is transnormal, i.e., every geodesic that is perpendicular at one point to a leaf remains perpendicular to every leaf that meets.
If all the leaves of F have the same codimension k, then F turns out to be a Riemannian foliation of codimension k.
Typical examples of (singular) Riemannian foliations are the partition by orbits of an isometric action, by leaf closures of a Riemannian foliation (see [18] and [3] ), examples constructed by suspension of homomorphisms (see [2, 3] ), and examples constructed by changes of metric and surgery (see [4] ).
An important property of Riemannian foliations is called equifocality. In order to understand this concept, we need some preliminary definitions.
A Bott or basic connection ∇ of a foliation F is a connection of the normal bundle of the leaves with
νF whenever X ∈ X F and Y is a vector field of the normal bundle νF of the foliation. Here the superscript νF denotes projection onto νF .
A normal foliated vector field is a normal field parallel with respect to the Bott connection. If we consider a local submersion f which describes the plaques of F in a neighborhood of a point of L, then a normal foliated vector field is a normal projectable/basic vector field with respect to f.
The fundamental property of Riemannian foliations, called equifocality is described in the following proposition. 
This property still holds even for singular Riemannian foliations and implies that one can reconstruct the (singular) foliation by taking all parallel submanifolds of a (regular) leaf with trivial holonomy (see [6] ).
The equifocality allows us to introduce the concept of parallel transport (with respect to the Bott connection) of horizontal segments of geodesic. s ξ(b) ). We also set η(γ, β) :=β, whereβ is the curve contained in L γ(1) defined as s → β(s) = exp β(s) (ξ(s)).
Due to the equifocality of F , we can give an alternative definition of holonomy map of a Riemannian foliation.
is the minimal segment of geodesic that joins β(0) to x. Since the Bott connection is locally flat, the parallel transport depends only on the homotopy class [β] .
Using the holonomy map of a Riemannian foliation we can define horizontal periodic geodesics as follows.
If t 1 is the smallest positive number that satisfies (b) and (c) then t 1 is called the period of γ.
Remark 2.26. By the equifocality of Riemannian foliations we can deduce that for each fixed s and each n ∈ Z we have:
As observed in Remark 2.6, the space of leaves of a Riemannian foliation with closed embedded leaves is isomorphic to a Riemannian orbifold. Furthermore, for each closed geodesic of the Riemannian orbifold M/F there exists a horizontal periodic geodesic and vice versa. This implies in particular the next result. In what follows we prove that if M is simply connected and M/F is a compact orfibold then M/F admits a closed geodesic, even if F is a singular Riemannian foliation (s.r.f. for short).
Theorem 2.28. Let F be a singular Riemannian foliation with closed embedded leaves on a Riemannian manifold M with finite fundamental group. Assume that M/F is a compact orbifold. Then M/F admits a nontrivial closed geodesic.
Proof. First we will prove the case where M is simply connected. If F is a (regular) Riemannian foliation, according to Salem [18, Appendix D] , there exists a surjective homomorphism between π 1 (M ) and the fundamental group of the holonomy of the foliation, that coincides with the fundamental group of the orbifold M/F . Therefore the fundamental group of the orbifold M/F is trivial and hence it cannot be a good orbifold (see Bridson and Haefliger [8,  page 608]). The result follows then from item (1) of the theorem of Guruprasad and Haefliger [12] . If F is a s.r.f. and M/F is not developable, then the result also follows from item (1) of the theorem of Guruprasad and Haefliger [12] . Now if F is a s.r.f. and M/F is a good orbifold, then according to Lytchak [14 (Σ, W ) i.e., W is a discrete subgroup of isometries of a complete Riemannian manifold Σ, which is generated by disecting reflections. The fact that Σ/W is compact implies that W is finitely generated Coxeter group (see [1, Theorem 2.11 and Theorem 3.5]). It is known that any finitely generated Coxeter group W has a torsion-free subgroup of finite index (see Gonciulea [11, Proposition 1.4] ). Therefore W is finite or W has an element of infinite order. In both cases we have seen in Theorem 2.17 and Remark 2.16 that M/F = Σ/W admits a closed geodesic. Now consider the case where M has finite fundamental group. LetM be the universal covering of M . Then the foliation (M, F ) induces naturally a foliation (M ,F ). As we have assumed that the fundamental group of M is finite, it follows thatM /F is compact and the leaves ofF are closed and embedded. Thus we can apply the first part of the proof to obtain a closed geodesic inM /F that projects to a closed geodesic in M/F as desired.
Remark 2.29. Note that in the proof of the above theorem, we show that each compact Coxeter orbifold admits a closed geodesic.
When M is simply connected and the leaves of F are closed embedded there are (at least) two special classes of singular Riemannian foliations such that M/F is an orbifold.
The first one is the class of singular Riemannian foliations without horizontal conjugate points. This concept was introduced by Lytchak and Thorbergsson [15] and generalizes the definition of variationally complete actions. F is without horizontal conjugate points if the following is true for all leaves L and all geodesics γ meeting L perpendicularly. Any L-Jacobi field J along γ that is tangent to a leaf of F different from L is tangent to all leaves γ passes through. It follows from Lytchak The other class is singular Riemannian foliations with sections (s.r.f.s. for short). This concept was introduced by the first author [2] . Typical examples of singular Riemannian foliations with sections are the partition by orbits of a polar action, isoparametric foliations on space forms (some of them with inhomogeneous leaves) and partitions by parallel submanifolds of an equifocal submanifold (see Terng and Thorbergsson [19] and Thorbergsson [20] ).
A singular Riemannian foliation admits sections if for each regular point p, the set Σ := exp(ν p L) (section) is a complete immersed submanifold that meets each leaf orthogonally.
It was proved by Alexandrino and Töben [4, Theorem 1.6] that M/F is a Coxeter orbifold if M is simply connected and the leaves of F are closed embedded (see also [5] ).
The above discussion and Theorem 2.28 imply the next corollary.
Corollary 2.30. Let F be a singular Riemannian foliation with closed embedded leaves on a Riemannian manifold M with finite fundamental group and such that M/F is compact. Assume that F admits sections or F has no horizontal conjugate points. Then M/F admits a nontrivial closed geodesic.
Remark 2.31. The above corollary and Myers' theorem imply that if F is a s.r.f. that admits sections or F has no horizontal conjugate points on a complete Riemannian manifold with Ric ≥ k > 0 (e.g. symmetric spaces of compact type) then M/F admits a closed geodesic. Therefore we have the existence of closed geodesics in the orbit spaces of polar and variationally complete actions in symmetric spaces of compact type, the usual space where these actions are studied.
Remark 2.32. If F admits sections, then, due to the equifocality of F , the holonomy map ϕ [β] can be extended to include singular points (see [2] ) and hence Definition 2.25 still makes sence for this class of singular foliations. For a fixed section Σ we can consider the pseudogroup W Σ generated by all holonomy map ϕ [β] such that β(0) and β(1) belong to Σ. This pseudogroup is called the Weyl pseudogroup. It is possible to prove that M/F = Σ/W Σ (see [4] ). It is easy to see then that the existence of closed geodesics in M/F is equivalent to the existence of horizontal geodesics in M (as in Definition 2.25).
We conclude this section suggesting some natural questions. The first one is how closed geodesics of M/F can be used to study the transverse geometry of a s.r.f. that admits sections or has no horizontal conjugate points. It is also natural to ask for conditions under which M/F admits closed geodesics even if M/F is not an orbifold. A naive approach to this last question would be to use a recent result (see [7] ) that assures us that M/F is always a Gromov-Hausdorff limit of a sequence of orbifolds if the leaves of F are closed embedded and M/F is compact.
Riemannian foliations and shortening process
In this section we study the shortening process with respect to Riemannian foliations and prove Theorem 3.1 below. Theorem 3.1 assures the existence of horizontal periodic geodesics, assuming only topological conditions about the space M and the foliation F . Theorem 3.1. Let F be a Riemannian foliation with compact leaves on a compact Riemannian manifold M . Assume that either one of the two conditions below is satisfied:
(a) there exists a loop α in M that is not free homotopic to any loop contained in any leaf. (b) π 1 (M ) admits a sequence of distinct elements in different classes of free homotopy and the fundamental group of each leaf has finite cardinality. Then there exists an F -horizontal periodic geodesic. In particular, if there exists a loop α in M that satisfies the condition of item (a), then a subsequence of iterations of double shortening of α converges to a nontrivial horizontal periodic geodesic. Remark 3.2. We observe that item (a) of the last theorem is satisfied for example when there is an element of the fundamental group of M with infinite order and the fundamental group of each leaf is finite. Let α be a nontrivial element of the fundamental group of the topological space |Σ/W |.
Claim : There exists a horizontal curveα whose projection in M/F is homotopic to α
In order to prove the claim note that for each point x ∈ M/F there exists a neighborhood V x such that for each point of y ∈ V x there exists only one segment that joins y to x. In fact this neighborhood is the image of a tubular neighborhood of a leaf in M (see the definition of ρ 0 of Subsection 3.1).
Consider the curve α : [0, 1] → M/F . Then for each t we can find a neighborhood V t and an interval a t ≤ t ≤ b t such that α[a t ,
b t ] ⊂ V t and for s ∈ [a t b t ] there exists only one segment that joins α(t) to α(s). Let [α(t), α(s)] denotes this segment and ⋆ the concatenation of curves (see Remark 3.5). Note that the curve α| [t,bt] is homotopic (by a homotopy that fixes endpoints) to [α(t), α(b t )] by the family of curves {α| [s,bt] ⋆ [α(t), α(s)]}. Similarly α| [at,t] is homotopic to [α(a t ), α(t)]. Therefore α[a t , b t ] is homotopic to α| [t,bt] ⋆ [α(a t ), α(t)] (by a homotopy that fixes endpoints)
. This fact and the fact that [0, 1] is compact imply that α is homotopic to a curve that is union of segments. Finally note that each segment can be lifted to a horizontal segment of geodesic in M and by translation with respect to Bott connection we can construct the desired horizontal curveα. This concludes the proof of the claim. Now consider a curve β in the leaf Lα (0) that joinsα(1) withα(0). Note that the concatenation β ⋆α is not free homotopic to any loop contained in any leaf. Otherwise we could project the homotopy between β ⋆α and a loop contained in a leaf and get a homotopy between α and a point of Σ/W . This contradicts the fact that α is a nontrivial element of the fundamental group of the topological space |Σ/W |.
Finally it follows from item (a) of Theorem 3.1 that there exists a nontrivial horizontal periodic geodesic of F and hence a nontrivial closed geodesic of the orbifold Σ/W = M/F . Let F be a s.r.f. with closed embedded leaves on a complete manifold. Assume that F admits sections or F has no horizontal conjugate points. Then Lytchak and Thorbergsson [16] proved that M/F is an orbifold (not necessarly a good one). Therefore the above corollary implies the next one.
Corollary 3.4. Let F be a s.r.f with closed embedded leaves on a complete Riemannian manifold M and such that M/F is compact. Assume that F admits sections or F has no horizontal conjugate points. Also assume that the fundamental group of the topological space M/F is nontrivial. Then there exists a closed geodesic in the orbifold M/F .
Shortening process.
In this subsection we construct the shortening process with respect to a Riemannian foliation. We skip the proofs of lemmas since they follow from standard arguments from the theory of foliations. On the other hand, we will denote by ⋆ the concatenation of two curves
We also need the notation below, which turns out to be very convenient to describe the curve shortening procedure. Note that a horizontal periodic geodesic γ is a well closed pair (γ, ϕ [β] ). From now on, we assume that F is a Riemannian foliation with compact leaves on a compact Riemannian manifold M.
We will see in the following that it is possible to assign a horizontal piecewise F -periodic geodesic to a given F -closed pair (α, ϕ [β] ) (see Definition 3.6). This process involves several difficulties up to its definition. First we note that there exists a radius ρ 0 > 0 satisfying the following:
(i) it is smaller than the injectivity radius of every point, (ii) the balls B(x, ρ 0 ) are always contained in a trivial neighborhood, (iii) there exists a unique minimizing horizontal geodesic between every point x and every plaque for the trivial neighborhood of (ii) at a distance lower than ρ 0 .
3.1.1.P -process. We are now ready to define the shortening process. Fix a real number K > 0 and consider an F -closed pair (α, ϕ [β] ) as in Definition 3.6 such that
is contained in a trivial neighborhood of F , • there exists a unique minimizing horizontal geodesicγ i :
joining α(l i−1 ) and the plaque in the trivial neighborhood containing α(l i ) and that satisfies E(γ i ) ≤ E(α| [li−1,li] ). Therefore, we can construct a piecewise "disconnected" horizontal geodesic from the curve α. Now we will use the trivial holonomy in every trivial neighborhood to obtain a connected piecewise horizontal geodesic, so as a holonomy between the endpoints.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ k, letγ i,i be the minimizing segment of geodesic orthogonal to the plaque
Assume thatβ n−1,j andγ n,j+1 are defined, thenγ n,j := β −1 n−1,j (γ n,j+1 ) andβ n,j := η(γ n,j ,β n−1,j ). Apply this process inductively for n = 2, . . . , k and j = n − 1, . . . , 1. Finally defineβ :=β k,1 * · · · * β k,k , the piecewise horizontal geodesicγ =γ 1,1 * γ 2,1 · · · * γ k,1 , and the holonomy of the endpoints by the curveβ =β −1 ⋆β. Summing up, given the F -closed pair (α, ϕ [β] ) and a family of nodes a = l 0 < l 1 < . . . <
) such thatγ is a piecewise horizontal geodesic with E(γ) ≤ K andβ is a curve in Lγ (a) that joins the endpoints ofγ.
3.1.2. The double shortening map. As usual we will alternate two families of nodes in the shortening process to obtain a smooth curve in the limit. Choose two partitions {t i } and {τ i } with i = 1, . . . , k such that
) as in the preceding subsection with α defined in [0, 1], we can apply theP -process with the partition 0 = t 0 < . . . < t k = 1, obtaining a horizontal piecewise geodesicγ and a curveβ in the leaf Lγ (0) joining the endpoints ofγ. Now we can extendγ by parallel transport to [τ 0 , 0] as follows:
Moreover, we can bring the holonomy ϕ [β] alongγ| [τ0,0] using the endpoint map η (see Definition 2.23) obtaining a holonomy ϕ [β] in the leaf ofγ(τ 0 ) withβ(0) =γ(τ 0 ) andβ(1) =γ(τ k ). We can apply again theP -process to the curveγ :
and we consider in the leaf of γ 0 (0) the holonomy given by the endpoint map η ofβ 0
). Therefore, we have obtained a double shortening map, that is,
3.1.3. Main propositions.
with equality if and only if α is a horizontal periodic geodesic.
Proof. We have already observed in Subsection 3.1.1 that a shorteningP (α,
) satisfies E(γ) ≤ E(α). As the geodesic segments ofγ are the unique minimizing geodesics joining the initial point with the plaque of the endpoint, the equality holds if and only if α is a piecewise geodesic with nodes t 0 , . . . , t n−1 , and in this caseγ = α. In the P 0 -process we apply twice theP -process. As we change In the following, we will say that a curve α : [a, b] → M is F -closed if the endpoints are in the same leaf of F . We say that two F -closed curves are Fhomotopic if there exists a homotopy between them by F -closed curves.
The fact that the restriction of the considered curves to the partitions {t i } and {τ i } are contained in trivial neighborhoods of F and the equifocality of F imply the next lemma.
Proof. By applying Lemma 3.8 we obtain that α is F -homotopic to the first shorteningγ. As we extendγ with the holonomy ϕ [β] , we have thatγ(t) andγ(t + 1) are in the same leaf for t ∈ [τ 0 , 0]. It also follows from Lemma 3.8 that there exists a map H (that we call We will denote by Π 1 and Π 2 respectively the first and the second projections of an F -closed pair. Given a closed curve, if nothing is said, we will assume that it is an F -closed pair considering the trivial holonomy. Proof. Each curve Π 1 • P n 0 α is a horizontal periodic piecewise geodesic with nodes
Note that each such curve may be identified with a k−tuple (
Since M k is compact, a subsequence of these nodes converges to some (p 1 , . . . , p k ) ∈ M k and by the continuity of the exponential map, a subsequence γ m of Π 1 • P n 0 α converges uniformly towards the horizontal piecewise geodesic γ 0 with nodes γ 0 (τ i ) = p i and such that
We will see that the holonomies ϕ [βm] admit a "constant" subsequence in a certain sense.
According to Molino [18, Lemma 3.7] we can choose a radius ǫ < 1 so that:
• The tubular neighborhood Tub ǫ (L γ0(0) ) is saturated by leaves;
• for all x ∈ L γ0(0) the slice S x (of radius ǫ), defined as
is transversal to the foliation;
• ifL is a leaf in Tub ǫ (L γ0(0) ) then the points ofL are all at the same distance from L; • for each x ∈ L γ0(0) there exists a plaque P x such that π −1 (P x ) is a simple open set, where π : Tub ǫ (L γ0(0) ) → L γ0(0) is the radial projection. (0) ). Let β m be a representative for the holonomy class (0) is the radial projection. Our choice of ǫ, the fact that the holonomy group of each leaf is finite and properties of the holonomy maps imply the next lemma.
Lemma 3.11. In the above situation:
For the sake of simplicity we will still denote the subsequence m i by m. It is easy to see that
and then lim m→∞ E(γ m ) = E(γ 0 ). Therefore
where we have used Proposition 3.7. We conclude from the above equality that
The fact that minimal segments of geodesics depend smoothly on their endpoints, ϕ [β0] = ϕ [βm] and that the energy is not changed by parallel transport of horizontal segments imply the next lemma.
Lemma 3.12 and (3.4) imply
and from Proposition 3.7 we conclude that γ 0 is a horizontal periodic geodesic. (a) let α be a loop of M that is not free homotopic to any loop contained in any leaf of F . According to Proposition 3.10 there exists a subsequence {γ n } of Π 1 P m 0 (α) that converges to a (possibly trivial) horizontal geodesic γ 0 . Assume by contradiction that γ 0 = y, i.e., that γ 0 is trivial. Consider n big enough such that β n and γ n are in the same tubular neighborhood Tub(L y ). By the radial projection in the axis L y we can construct a curveδ ⊂ L y such thatδ is free homotopic to β n ⋆ γ n . Since β n ⋆ γ n is free homotopic to α (see Proposition 3.9), we conclude that α is free homotopic toδ. This contradicts the hypothesis of item (a). Therefore γ 0 is a nontrivial horizontal periodic geodesic. (b) Consider a sequence of loops [α n ] ∈ π 1 (M, x 0 ) such that α i is not free homotopic to α j . It follows from Proposition 3.10 that, for each i there exists a subsequence {γ i n } of Π 1 P m 0 (α i ) that converges to a (possibly trivial) horizontal geodesic γ i . Assume by contradiction that γ i is a point y i for each i ∈ N . For a fixed i consider n big enough such that β n and γ i n are in the same tubular neighborhood Tub(L yi ). By the radial projection in the axis L yi we can construct a curveδ i ⊂ L yi such thatδ i is free homotopic to β n ⋆ γ i n . Since β n ⋆ γ i n is free homotopic to α i we conclude that α i is free homotopic toδ i . Since the sequence {y i } is contained in the compact space M , there exists y ∈ M and a subsequence (that we also denote by {y i }) such that y i → y. Therefore, for i big enough, we have thatδ i ⊂ L yi ⊂ Tub(L y ). By the radial projection in the axis L y we can construct a curveδ i ⊂ L y such thatδ i is free homotopic toδ i andδ i (0) = y. Since α i is free homotopic toδ i andδ i is free homotopic toδ i we conclude that α i is free homotopic toδ i . On the other hand the cardinality of π 1 (L, y) is finite, and we conclude (for a subsequence) thatδ i is homotopic toδ j . Hence α i is free homotopic to α j and this contradicts the hypothesis of item (b). Therefore, there exists some i 0 so that γ i0 is a nontrivial horizontal periodic geodesic.
Appendix
In this appendix we present the shortening process in the special case of Riemannian good orbifolds and give another proof of Theorem 2.17. 4.1. Shortening process. In this subsection we construct the shortening process in the good orbifold. From now on, we assume that Σ is a connected complete Riemannian manifold and W is an infinite discrete subgroup of isometries of Σ such that Σ/W is compact. We also assume that the action of W on Σ is proper.
Since Σ/W is compact, there exists a radius ρ 0 > 0 such that for each x ∈ Σ and q ∈ B ρ0 (x), the shortest segment of geodesic from x to q is unique.
We still use the conventions of Remark 3.5. Therefore, we can construct a piecewise geodesic from the curve α asP (α) = γ 1 * · · · * γ k . Note thatP (α)(b) = w 0P (α)(a).
4.1.2. The double shortening map. As usual we will alternate two families of nodes in the shortening process to obtain a smooth curve in the limit. Choose two partitions {t i } and {τ i } with i = 1, . . . , k such that τ 0 = τ k − 1 < t 0 = 0 < τ 1 < t 1 < τ 2 < t 2 < . . . < τ k < t k = 1 and t i − t i−1 , τ i − τ i−1 < 
4.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.17. Using shortening process and standard properties of proper actions we provide another proof of Theorem 2.17 that we reformulate as follows.
Theorem 4.3. Let Σ be a connected complete Riemannian manifold and W be an infinite discrete subgroup of isometries of Σ whose action on Σ is proper and such that the good orbifold Σ/W is compact. Assume that there exists an element w 0 ∈ W that does not fix points (e.g. w 0 has infinite order). Then for each curve α joining a point p to w 0 p, a subsequence of classes of iterations of double shortening of α converges to a nontrivial closed geodesic in Σ/W. k n x n → x; k n w 0 x n → y.
Suppose that the closed geodesic γ is trivial, i.e., x = y. Now set g n := k n (w 0 ) −1 (k n ) −1 ∈ W . Eq. (4.3) implies (4.4) g n (k n w 0 x n ) → x; (k n w 0 x n ) → x.
Since the action of W on Σ is proper, Eq. (4.4) implies that there exists a subsequence {g n }, such that g n → g ∈ W x . Since W is discrete, there exists n ∈ N such that g n = g ∈ W x and hence (4.5)
The above equation contradicts the assumption that w 0 does not fix points. Therefore γ is a nontrivial closed geodesic. 
